
The Shield Haig Timepiece 
(SH0501-SH0508 series watches) 

 

 

 

Time and Date Setting: 
 

1) Unscrew the crown by rotating it counterclockwise until it is free from the case threads. 

2) Pull the crown out two clicks. 

3) Set the current time by rotating the crown clockwise. 

4) Push the crown in one click. 

5) Set the current date by rotating the crown clockwise until the correct value is displayed.1 

6) Push the crown in one click to commence timekeeping. 

7) Secure the crown by pressing in on it to overcome the spring resistance, then rotate clockwise to 

start the threads, and continue screwing the crown down until it is secured to the case.2
 

 

 

 

Tachymeter Buttons: 
 

The tachymeter buttons feature threaded collars that lock the buttons in place to prevent incidental activation and to 

provide additional resistance to water penetration. To use the buttons they must be unlocked first. (see image below) 
 

1) To unlock the tachymeter buttons, unscrew the collar by rotating it counterclockwise until it is flush with the 

underside of the button. 

2) To lock the tachymeter buttons, screw the collar down by rotating it clockwise until it secured to the case.2 
 
 

     

 

 

 

Tachymeter Functions: 
 

Start / Stop / Reset 

1) Press Button A to start the timer, press again to stop. 

2) Press Button B to reset the timer / hands. 
 

Lap Tracking 

1) Press Button A to start the timer. 

2) Press Button B to pause the hands of the timers               

       (timer will continue running). 

3) Press Button B to resume (timer hands will advance to  

       current time). 

4) To stop the timer press Button A (timer hands will stop), 

press again to resume. 

5) To reset the timer press Button A to stop, then press  

       Button B to reset the hands. 

 
 



 

 

Resetting the Chronograph: 
 

The timer hands are adjustable and may be set to start in any desired location. Please note: during the resetting 

procedure pressing Button A will advance the selected hand one increment, while pressing and holding Button A will 

cause the hand to sweep at an accelerated rate. 
  

1) Unlock both buttons and the crown. 

 

2) Pull the crown out two clicks. 

 

3) Press and hold Button A and Button B simultaneously until the timer seconds hand makes one full rotation. 

(if the hand does not move push the crown back in, pull it back out, and then try again). 

 

4) Press Button A to advance the timer seconds hand to the desired location. 

 

5) Press Button B to select the timer hours sub dial. 

 

6) Press Button A to advance the hand to the desired location. 

 

7) Press Button B to select the time minutes sub dial. 

 

8) Press Button A to advance the hand to the desired location. 

 

9) If no further adjustment is required return the crown to the innermost position to commence timekeeping. 

 

10) If further adjustment is required press Button B to select the timer seconds hand again, then repeat the 

setting process starting at step 4. 

 

11) Secure both buttons and the crown back to the case. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 If the date indicator is out of sync or cycling in the afternoon advance the time 12 hours. 
2 The crown and button collars must be secured to the case prior to wearing the watch to achieve the rated water resistance. 

Water Resistance Guidelines 

Rating Submersible Capacity of Resistance 

No Marking No Splash/light contact only. 

5ATM No Hand/dish washing. 

10ATM Yes Low depth and short duration only. 

20ATM Yes Short duration diving up to 5 meters. 

25ATM+ Yes Average depth and duration diving. 


